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ABOUT VALUE PROJECT

VALUE – Value Diversity in Care and 
Education is a three year (January 2018 
– November 2020) Forward Looking 

Cooperation Project co-funded by the European 
Commission’s Erasmus+ Programme undertaken 
by a consortium of partners:

 � Belgium: VBJK - Centre for Innovation in the 
Early Years, Erasmus University College, Karel 
de Grote University College

 � Denmark: DPU - Denmarks institut for 
Pædagogik, Aarhus University 

 � Portugal: Aga Khan Foundation, ESE – IP-
Santarém

 � Slovenia: ERI - Educational Research Institute 

VALUE focusses on strengthening the collabora-
tion between all ECEC practitioners involved in 
the care and learning process of young children, 
valuing the divers background and experience 
of ECEC practitioners. Special attention is payed 
to the role and position of assisting practitioners: 
how to strengthen their professional role and 
identity? How to involve them in professional 
development and planning time?

In other words, VALUE is all about valuing diver-
sity in care and education: valuing diversity in 
the collaboration between ECEC practitioners 
will help us to address better the learning and 
care needs of diverse children, families and 
communities.

PILOT SCHOOLS

Two preschools participated in the Slovenian 
VALUE pilot. 

KINDERGARTEN KEKEC GROSUPLJE
Kindergarten Kekec Grosuplje is located in Grosu-
plje (near of the capital Ljubljana) and is a public 
school. It operates in 9 units where approximately 
722 children aged 1-6 are enrolled in 38 class-
rooms and 89 education staff are employed. More 
than a half of staff has qualification for assisting 
practitioner (an upper secondary vocational quali-
fication) but in need of additional professional 
support in their work.

VRTEC KRKINE LUČKE 
pri Osnovni šoli Vavta vas
Kindergarten Krkine Lučke is located in Vavta Vas 
in the Municipality of Straža (70 km south-east 
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of the capital). It operates at three locations and 
has 24 educational staff employed (11 assisting 
practitioners, 12 core practitioners, 1 assistant of 
a physically disabled child) and 1 deputy director. 
The kindergarten includes little more than 171 
children, of which approximately 65 are included 
in the dislocated unit Straža.

Both schools are located in socioeconomic mid-
dle-class neighbourhoods but, in one of them, 
there is growing number of immigrant families 
and, in neighbouring area of another, there are 
Romani settlements.

Both schools have also been involved in the Step-
by-Step Network for changing quality and the 
implementation of a child-centred approach.

See more in the Baseline Report

LEARNING PATH

The Slovenian Pilot demonstrates the develop-
ment and implementation of a common path of 
professional development for professionals: ECEC 
core and assisting practitioners in the two pilot 
schools involved in the Value project. It examines 
the formation of professional learning communi-
ties (PLCs) as strong pillars for achieving a shared 
understanding of process quality and strengthen-
ing educators’ own role.

In the Slovenian VALUE case the researchers from 
the Educational Research Institute (ERI) were fa-
cilitators in the process of establishing the VALUE 
learning path. Their main task in this process was 
to strengthen competences of leaders of PLCs, 
by supporting them in reflection of their leading 
practices.

Facilitators also supported leaders with new or 
additional contents, methods and techniques for 
developing a common understanding of selected 

focus areas. The content goals in both preschools 
were linked to deepen the selected content area: 
inclusion, diversity and democratic values (one of 
the ISSA’s principles of quality pedagogy) in Vavta 
Vas pilot school; creativity in conjunction with 
ISSA’s principles of quality pedagogy in Grosuplje 
pilot school.

VALUE LEARNING PATH VAVTA VAS

One PLC led by three leaders was formed on the 
level of kindergarten, which consisted of both 
core and assisting practitioners. The work of the 
PLC was based on the ISSA principles of quality, 
the field of Inclusion, diversity and the values of 
democracy. Professionals thoroughly researched 
their practice in this area developing action plans, 
implementing them back to school and reflecting 
upon it at the next PLC meeting.

Facilitators and the leaders’ team reflected these 
processes altogether, supported with new/ad-
ditional methods for development of shared 
understanding and leadership skills as well as new 
strategies for providing a safe environment, where 
professionals could express their differing views 
and understandings.

VALUE LEARNING PATH GROSUPLJE

A so-called “developmental group” was formed, 
consisting of eleven leaders of PLCs (leaders of 
PLCs were both core practitioners and assisting 
practitioners), and their five mentors (manage-
ment staff, kindergarten principals, vice principals 
and kindergarten counsellors). Facilitators worked 
with this developmental group, in which the 
mentors had the role of inner consultants for PLC 
leaders, reflecting together the PLCs’ working 
processes.

The work of the PLCs was based on the kinder-
garten’s priority theme, “creativity”, combining 

https://www.value-ecec.eu/?p=3900
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this content area with ISSA principles of quality. 
Instead of the transmission perspective, in which 
the educators are usually told what to do, the 
constructivist view of the education profession is 
nurtured in the PLC. This meant that the educa-
tors researched their practice in the content field 
of creativity, created action plans to develop new 
situations where new understanding emerged.

LESSONS LEARNED FROM THE PILOT

The VALUE PLCs were recognized as positive and 
useful pathways towards changing the quality of 
practice in both pilot schools. The analysis of the 
participants’ answers revealed that they gained 
strongly on professional and personal level, achiev-
ing general and specific changes in practice.

The main highlighted aspects at both pilot 
schools are:

 � Improvement in communication among 
professionals results in more mutual learn-
ing.

 � Recognition of the professional’s work from 
their colleagues and managerial staff fosters 
collaboration between core and assisting 
practitioners. 

 � Insightful reflection into each other work 
enables equality of all professional workers. 

 � A change of practice based on principles of 
quality has impact on working with children 
and consequently on children.

 � Management who encourages, supports, 
has a vision and enables the process of PLCs 
inspires motivated professionals to continue 
the PLC meetings. 

See more in the Country Report and Roadmap

STAKEHOLDERS GROUP

The Slovenian pilot organized a stakeholders’ 
group as a mean to connect different stakehold-
ers and open a discussion and encourage reflec-
tion on the importance of creating opportunities 
for professional development of ECEC practitio-
ners and management staff; of reflecting the role 
of these professionals in relation to the educare 
approach and influence change in those areas.

The first meeting gathered the directors of the 
two pilot schools; members of the developmental 
group from both pilot schools; a representative 
of another kindergarten; two representatives of 
Ministry of Education, Science and Sport; two 
representatives of secondary schools educating 
future kindergarten staff (assisting practitioners); 
two representatives of the Faculty of Pedagogy 
and a representative of an organization engaged 
in the development of management in kinder-
gartens and schools. Their great interest in the 
topic motivated the elaboration of possible future 
cooperation and dissemination.

OBJECTIVES 

 � Raising awareness on the importance of 
both core and assisting practitioners for 
quality assurance of pedagogical process.

 � Giving more voice to assisting practitioners 
in recognition of their professional identity.

 � Highlighting the supportive role of the kin-
dergarten management and the participa-
tory approach as crucial factors for success.

OVERALL CONCLUSIONS 

The Slovenian VALUE pilot followed the general 
goals related to the aims of the VALUE profes-
sional learning path resulting in positive and 

https://www.value-ecec.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Country-Report_single-page_SL.pdf
https://www.value-ecec.eu/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/ROADMAP-SL.pdf
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useful improvements of pedagogical practice. A 
significant evidence of its success is the partici-
pants stating they would recommend it to other 
preschools throughout Slovenia.

Overall, it is crucial to engage all staff in the VALUE 
learning pathway and to ensure that all involved 
participants develop a sense of ownership over 
the project.

ANCHORS POINTS

 � Working closely with the management, 
carefully presenting the project idea to staff, 
finding connections with existing profes-
sional development activities, incorporating 
ideas and including them and the proposals 
expressed by the staff. 

 � Providing a safe space for expressing and 
reflecting on professional practice, express-
ing their thoughts and giving the opportu-
nity to get to know colleagues better and 
understand their role at the preschool.

 � Implementing a participatory and tailor-
made approach as to engage all staff in the 
VALUE learning path, and make sure the 
ownership (of the whole staff ) of the project 
idea was developed. 

See more in the Country Report and in Actions 
for policy and practice

https://www.value-ecec.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Country-Report_single-page_SL.pdf
https://www.value-ecec.eu/?p=4005
https://www.value-ecec.eu/?p=4005
https://www.pei.si/
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COUNTRY REPORT BE

COUNTRY REPORT SL

LITERATURE REVIEW

COUNTRY REPORT DK

BASELINE STUDY

COUNTRY REPORT PT

ENDLINE REPORT

https://www.value-ecec.eu/?p=3873
https://www.value-ecec.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Country-Report_single-page_BE.pdf
https://www.value-ecec.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Country-Report_single-page_SL.pdf
https://www.value-ecec.eu/?p=3900
https://www.value-ecec.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Country-Report_single-page_DK.pdf
https://www.value-ecec.eu/?p=3936
https://www.value-ecec.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/11/Country-Report_single-page_-PT.pdf
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ROADMAP ENG

ROADMAP PT ROADMAP SL

ROADMAP NL ROADMAP DN

https://www.value-ecec.eu/wp-content/uploads/2020/10/ROADMAP_ENG.pdf
https://www.value-ecec.eu/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/ROADMAP-NL.pdf
https://www.value-ecec.eu/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/ROADMAP-DK.pdf
https://vbjk.be/en
https://international.au.dk/
https://www.erasmushogeschool.be/nl
https://www.kdg.be/
https://www.pei.si/
https://www.akdn.org/pt
https://siese.ipsantarem.pt/ese/si_main
https://www.value-ecec.eu/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/ROADMAP-PT.pdf
https://www.value-ecec.eu/wp-content/uploads/2021/01/ROADMAP-SL.pdf
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